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PERTH CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL — OPENING 

747. Ms A. SANDERSON to the Minister for Health: 
I refer to this government’s decision to take practical completion of Perth Children’s Hospital to finally get it open. 
Can the minister outline to the house why only a McGowan Labor government can get this hospital open and back 
on track? 

Mr R.H. COOK replied: 
I thank the member for Morley for the question. It is a very good one because there were a lot of critics around the 
issue of taking practical completion of this hospital. Where were they, members? 
Mr M. McGowan: There were. Who were those critics? 
Mr R.H. COOK: They were all over there. 

Mr M. McGowan: Who were they? 

Mr R.H. COOK: They were all over there. All those folk on that side who criticised us for taking practical 
completion were scurrying behind the aprons of the managing contractor, which is currently trying to sue the state 
for $300 million in damages associated with this project. 

Mr D.J. Kelly: Whose side are you on? 

Mr R.H. COOK: Whose side indeed. 

By taking practical completion we were able to get on site and identify the source of the contamination at this 
hospital. By taking practical completion we will be able to fulfil the Premier’s requirement, which was to take 
control and fix the hospital, and we are doing so. I can confirm to the house that we will take first patients in May 
next year, with the final patient moves on a Sunday in June next year. This comes at the end of a long process by 
a lot of staff working tirelessly at Perth Children’s Hospital. A lot of staff have been backing the science, backing 
their own rigour and backing their own discipline and commitment, and the whole time they were being criticised 
by those on the other benches who thought that they could use some sort of armchair critic they bumped into at 
the shopping centre to second-guess the science and hard work that has been done. We now have a clear way 
forward in relation to the works that need to be undertaken in order to achieve the opening of this hospital in the 
middle of next year.  

It is an important milestone but there is still lots of work to be done. There is still a lot of work to be done around 
switching out the brass fittings in the thermostatic mixing valve assembly boxes, and a lot more work to do with 
the ongoing testing regime to make sure we are continuing to get the outcomes we want. Of course, there is a lot 
of work to be done in the final commissioning phase. But now the team is absolutely confident that we are on our 
way to actually meeting those challenges and seeing this children’s hospital opened once and for all. The only 
reason we will be in this position is because we took practical completion. If it was left to this other mob, we would 
never have opened this hospital. We are getting on with the job of fixing their mess. 
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